OUR MISSION

SUPPORT. INSPIRE. EMPOWER.

Herren Project helps individuals and families to live healthy, fulfilling lives by preventing substance misuse, celebrating recovery, and creating resilient communities.

OUR VISION

Our vision is a stronger, more resilient, and connected community where all people thrive free of the effects of the disease of addiction.

OUR BELIEFS

- We believe addiction is a pervasive, destructive, and preventable disease. Together we are stronger in the fight.
- We believe everyone deserves to live a healthy, fulfilling life free from the effects of addiction.
- We believe with the proper support, inspiration, and tools for healthy living, recovery and wellness are possible for people of all ages.
- We meet all people wherever they are in their journeys of recovery and wellness.
- We support all pathways to recovery.
- We value diversity, inclusion, and equity for all.
- We believe connection is the most essential factor in the prevention of and recovery from addiction.
- We are committed to walking with each individual and family on their journey to recovery from addiction.
- We are committed to providing resources, guidance, and support for individuals and families to receive the quality care they deserve, regardless of their resources.
- We strive to strengthen families and build communities that protect and support healthy living.
- We believe one person’s story can inspire another and create a ripple effect for positive change.
- We serve all populations nationwide to build stronger communities, overcome and destigmatize the disease of addiction and prevent substance misuse.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ryan Connolly - President
John Seed - Vice President
Ken Coleman - Treasurer
Robert Horowitz - Secretary
Erin Chace - Board Member
Robert Eagan - Board Member
Shikara Fernandes - Board Member
Kevin Gill - Board Member
Kate Sharry - Board Member

EXECUTIVE

Bonnie Sawyer - Executive Director
Kristin Young, LICSW - Clinical Director
Courtney Harness - Sr. Director of Advancement
Laurie Spaner - Sr. Director of Operations
Tricia Mansfield - Sr. Director of Prevention & Strategic Partnerships
Pam Rickard - Director of Active Engagement

STAFF

Caitlyn Burke - Director of Donor Relations
Dimitrios Bakes - Manager of Individual Recovery Services
Erica Boudreault - Recovery Care Coordinator
Teresa Cobleigh - Communications & Development Director
Delaney Connell - Digital Marketing Manager
Natalie DeLaCruz - Youth Engagement Specialist
Naomi DeSantis - Prevention Education Coordinator
Rebecca Helman, LICSW - Lead Clinician
Amy Lopes - Administrative Assistant
Sean MacMillen - Community Engagement Coordinator
Kaylynn Males - Marketing & Outreach Manager
Sam Rapp - Information Systems Manager
Victoria Remsen - Executive Assistant
Angie Tibbetts - Director of Recovery Services

FACILITATORS

Kate Carlson - Group Facilitator
Lakesha Bethea - Group Facilitator
Jessica Gort, LHC - Group Facilitator
Dena Henry, MA LPC - Group Facilitator
Timothy Hernandez, MSW - Group Facilitator
Heidi Platt, MS, QMHP, SUDCC-IV-CS - Group Facilitator
Ginger Stephens, MA, LPC, LCDC - Group Facilitator
Liz Venuti, LICSW - Group Facilitator

COACHES

Albert Abatemarco - Recovery Coach
Miranda Berkley - Recovery Coach
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Aubrey Wilsey - Recovery Coach
Reflecting on the accomplishments of the past year, I am filled with immense pride and gratitude for what we, as a community, have achieved. Resounding success and unwavering commitment to our mission, vision, and beliefs have marked the journey of Herren Project over the last fiscal year. Thank you for walking alongside us to extend the ripple effect of what Chris and Heather Herren started over 12 years ago.

Our vision remains steadfast: to foster a stronger, more resilient, and connected community where all people can thrive, unburdened by the destructive grip of addiction. In the past year, we have inched closer to this vision by taking monumental steps toward preventing substance use, celebrating recovery, and creating resilient communities.

First and foremost, our efforts in substance use prevention have borne fruit. Through our educational programs, outreach initiatives, and collaborations with schools and communities nationwide, we have empowered countless individuals and families to make informed choices and lead lives free from addiction. Our evidence-informed Herren Project Clubs expanded to 309 sites in 38 states and 3 countries. We’ve witnessed a surge in awareness, which is the first step towards prevention, and this is a testament to our unwavering dedication.

Celebrating recovery remains at the heart of what we do, and we have much to celebrate. Our support networks, from peer-to-peer connections to mentorship programs, have provided lifelines to those in recovery. Our Team Herren Project has surpassed $4,000,000 in total donations since 2014, indicating the power of community and belief in our mission. The stories of resilience and triumph we’ve encountered are a testament to the enduring spirit of individuals striving to overcome addiction. Their success is our success, and we continue to be inspired by their journeys. We welcomed over 4,000 family members into support groups from 40 different states in 26 weekly sessions.

Furthermore, in the face of adversity, we have been unwavering in our mission to create resilient communities. We provided over $500,000 in recovery support to nearly 400 individuals. Our partnerships with local organizations, sober living houses, and sober communities, as well as our outreach initiatives, have fortified our connections. We have seen communities come together in times of crisis, proving that the collective strength of our vision is not just a dream but a tangible reality.

Our Annual Report bears witness to a year of substantial progress and transformation. The Herren Project community has rallied behind our mission and vision, making great strides toward a future free from the devastating effects of addiction. While we celebrate our accomplishments, we remain committed to the path ahead. Together, we shall continue to support, inspire, and empower individuals and families to lead healthy, fulfilling lives and build a stronger, more resilient, and connected community.

Thank you for your unwavering support and dedication. Together, we will continue to extend the ripple effect, making a difference and forging a brighter future for all.

With gratitude and determination,

Bonnie Sawyer
Our Inspiration & Legacy

THE RIPPLE EFFECT OF RESILIENCE, HOPE, AND COMPASSION

Today, thanks to someone’s helping hand, Chris Herren has celebrated long-term recovery for over 15 years. Grateful for the gift of recovery, he and his wife founded Herren Project in March 2011. Their example and inspiration have inspired many individuals and families to reach out for help and have empowered communities nationwide to come together to help prevent the disease of addiction.

What Chris and Heather began twelve years ago started with a simple gesture -- an outstretched hand to help another in a time of need -- Herren Project carries on today, walking with all people on their journey to recovery. What the Herren family started, Herren Project, continues as a legacy of love for our fellow human beings, flawed as each of us may be, but every bit worthy. In the spirit of helping all people, we aim to share our stories and offer peer support. We give hope and compassion where there is darkness and stigma. We work to lift hearts and minds.

Herren Project’s endowment at the Rhode Island Foundation enables this legacy of love to carry on for years to come. Expertise from the Rhode Island Foundation is available for donors wishing to give to the endowment or to leave a legacy gift. Please inquire about the Herren Project Fund at the Rhode Island Foundation for more information.

“15 years ago I was close to death. Today I celebrate 15 years of sobriety. I am living proof that recovery is possible.

Today I carry a message of hope and show what one person can do for the community.”

– Chris Herren
The Need

AN URGENT CALL TO ACTION: THE TIME IS NOW TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

In the face of an unprecedented crisis that continues to grip our nation, the urgency of our mission has never been clearer. More than 107,000 precious lives were lost to overdose in the past year alone. Stop and let that number sink in: 107,000 children, sons, daughters, siblings, parents, friends – gone. This is a heart-wrenching reality that demands our immediate attention.

A Silent Epidemic Among the Young

This is a generation that should be full of vitality, promise, and hope, yet it is being cut down in its prime by the cruel grip of addiction. Now, more than ever, is the time for prevention programs that can instill resilience in our vulnerable youth, equipping them with the tools to navigate life’s challenges.

The Herren Project Community

In the midst of this darkness, a beacon of light emerges - the Herren Project community. With unwavering determination, we stand united to support, inspire, and empower those affected by addiction. This is a groundswell of compassion, a movement fueled by the hearts of our donors, the dedication of our staff, and the selflessness of our volunteers. Together, we forge a path towards recovery, healing, and strength.

The Call to Action

Now, more than ever, the need for our programs, services, and support is pressing. The time is now to make a stand against addiction. We refuse to let addiction claim more lives, tear apart more families, and rob our communities of their potential. With your continued support, we can change the trajectory of this crisis. Every dollar donated, every hour volunteered, brings us one step closer to a future free from the chains of addiction.

Over One Million Lives Lost

A staggering reality has taken hold of our country - over 1 million lives have been lost to overdoses since 1999. This unfathomable loss ripples through all demographics, through every corner of our nation.

Overdoses tripled among teens from 2019 - 2021

Accidental Fentanyl overdose is the leading cause of death for 18 - 45 year olds.

Every day, nearly 300 lives are lost to the disease of addiction. That is one life every 5 minutes.
Our Strategic Commitments

In 2021, we developed our strategic plan and vision to guide the organization through 2024. Our strategic vision recognized the urgency of the epidemic we faced. Given our experience and capabilities, we were compelled out of a sense of moral responsibility to rise to the challenge.

In FY 2023, we continued on a path of measured growth commensurate with our organizational capacity while we set to building the scaffolding to support an organization of greater reach and transformational impact.

We enhanced our alumni engagement efforts to improve outcomes. We grew our team of recovery coaches and counselors and implemented six months of recovery support in our recovery scholarships. We improved administrative and technical systems and policies. We implemented and made progress on our DEI plan. And, we made necessary investments in our development capacity.

In FY 2023 we also saw an influx of government funding dedicated to the opioid crisis come through states and municipalities -- a process of distribution that favored community service providers. Not many organizations have our history of operating in the sector to offer an array of services, across state boundaries and throughout the country. We remain hopeful that our national status will ultimately serve our mission, even if it creates challenges in eligibility for community-based funding.

Herren Project is a SAMSHA designated Collaborative Partner of Choice. We bring unique offerings – recovery scholarships, family support, and youth-centered social and emotional learning skills development – and we stand ready to partner with community-based organizations that can learn and benefit from our model.

As we continue to gather grassroots support and expand into diverse areas of funding, we look for the power of philanthropy to bring about the transformation we desire and the capacity to deliver the impact we know we are capable of.

The time is now.
Our Impact at a Glance*

INDIVIDUALS
- Treatment Placement Assistance
- Recovery Scholarships & Coaching
- Alumni Groups
- Private Facebook Community
7,449 individuals received treatment placement assistance
Coaching access increased from 7 weeks to 6 months

FAMILIES
- Online Support Groups
- Phone Consultations
- Educational Webinars
- Private Facebook Community
Averaging 330 people attending 26 different weekly online support groups
79% improvement in mental health in support group members

TEAM HERREN PROJECT
- Athletic Fundraising Events
- Private Facebook Community
- Addiction Awareness
- Fellowship & Support
2,000 Team Herren Project members participated in 250 events worldwide.

PREVENTION & WELLNESS
- Herren Project Clubs
- Wellness Week with Herren
- Student & Community Scholarships
- Adult & Youth Ambassadors
309 registered Herren Project Clubs across 38 states in the country.
30 activities translated into Spanish

In FY 2023 Herren Project awarded $508,000 allocated for recovery and treatment scholarships.
A 35% increase in funding over the last 3 years.

* Herren Project data since 2011
Individual Recovery Services

2023 saw a record number of people reaching out for support to take their first steps toward recovery from alcohol and drugs. Executive and board leadership have focused on the gaps in the addiction marketplace to best meet the urgent need. Investments made are targeted to double our impact in post-treatment long-term recovery and peer support.

“After being released from jail, I went to see Chris Herren speak and my life was changed forever. Chris and the Herren Project team provided me with the long-term treatment and unwavering support I needed for sobriety to finally stick. This time, things were different. This time, I had Herren Project.”
– Marissa C., 9 years sober

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increases</th>
<th>Expansion</th>
<th>Extended</th>
<th>Accelerated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Scholarships</td>
<td>Alumni outreach &amp; engagement</td>
<td>Coaching access from 7 weeks to 6 months</td>
<td>Tracking to improve the monitoring of program outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 87% of scholarship recipients achieved a 90-day sobriety milestone
- 378 people from 21 states were placed
- 384 people received a scholarship
- 2,599 inquiries for help from 47 states

Individual Services means that people in need don’t need to do this alone. Whether they need a hand to guide them in the right direction, or they just need someone to listen to them, we’re here to help.

- Erica Boudreau, Recovery Care Coordinator
Family Recovery Services

The need for family support groups continued to increase this year as the demand for grief support tripled with record fatal overdoses. Leadership made it a priority to fund access to our online support groups and one-on-one consultations. Our online support groups are free and accessible to everyone with a connection to the internet.

Family and individual services walk with individuals at their pace without judgment. We are dedicated to meeting individuals where they are at, providing solutions, and promoting health and wellness.

- Angie Tibbetts, Director of Recovery Services

“We found Herren Project after our son died of an accidental overdose. The Tuesday grief group has been a guiding light as we navigate the emotions of loss and grief that we feel. Rebecca's facilitation is the perfect blend of wisdom, validation, encouragement, and support. Herren Project has offered our grief a home to be explored, managed, and understood. We are so grateful.”

- Brad & Meg Taylor

- 4,184 participants from 40 states
- 1,262 total group meetings
- 207 15-minute consults per year
- 26 different support groups
**Prevention and Wellness**

Herren Project Clubs are increasingly becoming a vehicle for program content that seeks to engage peers in relevant and meaningful ways while preventing substance misuse.

We support a total of 309 clubs in 38 states and 3 countries. Herren Project Clubs’ peer support program of evidence-inspired social and emotional learning activities helps teens identify mental health challenges and respond to them quicker while arming youth with social and emotional coping skills to reduce risk.

---

**309**

Herren Project Clubs at schools in USA, England & Canada

**$7000**

Provided in scholarships and grants

**30**

Activities translated into Spanish

**16**

Youth Ambassadors in 6 states

---

“To be successful in our prevention efforts, we first must teach our youth to love themselves and that they are perfect just as they are. We must talk about pathways to prevention and equip today’s youth with the power to make healthy choices for their minds and bodies!”

- Naomi DeSantis, Prevention Education Coordinator

“I started supporting Herren Project after I went to see Chris speak and saw the impact he had on the students. I have seen the progress and success of the services Herren Project provides those in need through their placement and support services. I am very happy to support Herren Project and plan on continuing!”

- Cathy Romano, 24 Club Member and long time supporter
Team Herren Project

Team Herren Project is an inclusive, diverse community of individuals committed to raising funds and awareness to support the work of Herren Project. Participants celebrate recovery, heal from loss, and inspire those around them through healthy activities like 5ks, marathons, triathlons and Spartan Races.

“I’ve run and raised money for charities in the past and I will honestly say that Team Herren Project is the first charity where I truly felt a personal connection. That is of course in part due to my connection to the recovery community but also due to the warm and welcoming Herren Project team.”
- Team Herren Project Teammate

702k Raised in FY 2023 by Team Herren Project

2000 Team Herren Project teammates

Over $4,000,000 Raised since Project inception

38 Total events

The power of one person helping others is exponentially multiplied when they are part of a community, especially a community they trust, believe in, and have fun with. That is Team Herren Project. We get to use the power of sport, the power of relationships, the power of community to build an organization that helps others and that meets people where they are.
- Pam Rickard, Director of Active Engagement
Ambassadors

THE POWER OF COMMUNITY AND CONNECTION

Herren Project Ambassadors are a group of community members, young and old, from across the country who go the extra mile to connect others to Herren Project’s services and promote the power of recovery and wellness. Each participates differently, from organizing events to raising funds for the mission. Still, one thing they all have in common is that they all raise positive awareness and help break the stigma of addiction to drugs and alcohol.

This past year we bid farewell to seven of our long-time ambassadors - Caleb Daniloff, Pamela Hogue, Pete Navatto, Meg Navatto, Kristie Sievers, Marissa Lopes, and Walt Smith. We thank them for sharing our mission and message nationwide. As we said good-bye, we were grateful to welcome 11 new ambassadors bringing our total to 29. It takes a strong community and we are fortunate for their passion and dedication.

“TThis all-volunteer force is always shining their light by sharing their experience, strength, and hope in their respective communities and at different Herren Project events.”
- Sean MacMillen, Community Engagement Coordinator

My favorite part is, of course, the connection with my Herren Project family. But the retreat is always so powerful. It’s beautiful to see the power of recovery in action and the difference that Herren Project is making in people’s lives. I also love seeing how my fellow ambassadors live their truth and share their stories and lives with others. It’s truly a beautiful event.”
- Allison Terlacher
Fiscal Year 2022 Donations

5,717
Total Donors

$263
Average Gift

Herren Project Financial Report

**Income**

$1,934,394

- Direct Public Support – $855,702
- Team Herren Project – $702,099
- Grants – $186,672
- Stock Gifts – $87,844

**Expenses**

$2,128,515

- Treatment – $1,107,382
- Education – $652,080
- G&A – $184,463
- Fundraising – $184,590

Deemed accurate pending final audit.
THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS & FOUNDATIONS FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT.

2021co
Accenture/The Blackbaud Giving Fund
Affinity Consulting
Alexander Ian Diamantopoulos Foundation, Inc.
Allure Hair Spa
AmazonSmile Foundation
Amersource Bergen
Amwins Group
Anchor Counseling Center
Anonymous (3)
Apex Entertainment
Aquadeck Pediatrics
Arold Construction Co., Inc.
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
ATC Plumbing & Mechanical
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Bannister Giving Fund
Barrett Family Foundation
BataSSia Electric, Inc.
Baycoast Bank
Belchertown High School Student Council
Beneficiency Community Impact Fund
Berry Global
Blind Society
BlueWater Health
Body Movement Physiotherapy
Boston Athletic Association
Brainiac Wellness
Briarpatch Pediatrics, PC
Bright Funds Foundation
C & L Innovation
Cahill & Driscoll, Inc. DBA Damien’s
The Cape Cod Foundation
Cardinal Health
Cavanagh Company
CDW
Charities Aid Foundation of America
CharityVest, Inc.
Chissy In The City Creations
The Christmas Project
Clark Capital Management Group
Cleaning Services Group, Inc.
Clements Market Charity Golf Classic
Confidence Training & Wellness
Corvino Foundation, Inc.
The Coughlin Family Trust
Courtney Roderick Run for Recovery
Creative Energies
Crowe Foundation
Custom Ink
CycleBar Providence
Davidson Holding Company, Inc.
Dennis E. Collins Division One Charities Ltd.
Disotto Enterprises Inc. DBA Avelino’s Restaurant
DMF, Inc.
Dover Sherborn High School Guidance
Duggan Mechanical & Plumbing Services, Inc.
EAD Management Services, Inc.
Edwards Lifesciences Foundation
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Factset
The Family of John & Melinda Taylor
FHLBank Boston
Fidelity Marketplace
Filbert Street Salon
Flannery Construction
Fortitude
Fox Rock Foundation/Fox Rock Capital
Fox Vending, Inc.
Frank Gerrity Charitable Trust
Franklin Templeton
Frontstream
Gallery of Wines
Gates Family Foundation
Gateway Plumbing & Heating
GCF
The GE Foundation
George O’Brien Co., Inc.
Give Lively Foundation, Inc.
Goldman Sachs & Co. Matching Gift Program
Grimham Construction, Inc.
Guenet Family Foundation
Hancock Lumber Company, Inc.
Hannaford Supermarket
Hanover Insurance Company Payroll
Campaign Fund
Harborwalk
Heather L. Calny Charitable Foundation
The Herbert & Neil Singer Foundation, Inc.
Herlihy Family Memorial Fund of Greater Worcester Community Foundation
Herren Talks, Inc.
Herren Wellness at Jacob Hill
Herzog Supply Co., Inc.
High Vibe Holistic
Hope For Recovery Illinois Toolworks
Indiana United Ways, Inc. State Employees’ Community Campaign
Industrial Building Group
Integrity Building Companies
Iron Workers District Council of New England LMT
Irvington Associated Student Government
J&D Enterprises
The Jack Tarver Family Foundation
The Jackson Wingfield Fund-The Generosity Trust
Jamie Genatt
The Jansing-Cook Foundation
JEOL USA, Inc.
Joanne F. & William G. Segal Charitable Fund
Johnson O’Hare Co., Inc.
The Jones Family
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
JustGive- Great Nonprofits
Jayus
Kent School
Kevin Smith Golf Tournament
KK Diamonds
Klima New York
Lawrence Lynch Corp.
The Lenox Foundation, Inc.
Living Colors
Lokos Realty
Lucy's Foundation
MAG Fund
Magic Carpet Ride
Mark Baile Music
Mathworks
Mauri-Murphy Charitable Fund
The McCancie Foundation
McDonald Charitable Fund
Medical Staff Office
The Merck Foundation
Minnesota Vikings
Mocktail Mom
Moelis & Company
Molly Pearson Sunflower Fund
Monique Gendron dba Hair Boutique of Beau Monde
Morgan Stanley Gift Fund
Morton Middle School PTO
Mosquito Shield of Boston
MPM Memorial Golf Tournament
FundNapCorp Company, Napoli Management
National Philanthropic Trust
NE Floor Prep, Inc.
New Seabury Sotheby’s
New York Community Trust Wendy B. & Jeffrey A. Kaufman Fund
New York Life
Northwood
O’Neil Family Foundation
Old Rochester Professional Educator Association (ORPEA)
OnePoint Partners
Oversight Administrative
The Pathfinder Spirit
Paypal Giving Fund
Peaceful Meadows Farm
Performance Solutions International
The Phillip & Penny Kardis Family Fund
Phyllis W. McGillicuddy Charitable Trust
Pledging Foundation
Plymouth County Education Association
Pouitsaika Family Fund
Precision Effect, Inc.
Publico Street Bistro
Push to Win (PTW) Running Company
Quebrada Baking Co.
Rascal Fair
Realbuzz Group Limited
Reardon Family Charitable Foundation
Recovery Without Walls
Red Tide International
RI Foundation
RI Joint Legislative Charitable Committee
Role Enterprises, Inc. (Central Cafe)
Rollstone Fuel, Inc.
Ropes & Gray
Rotary Club of Davidson
Salesforce.com, Inc.
Salt Society
Salvation Oaks Recovery Community Inc.
Saugerties Lumber Co., Inc.
The Savory Pantry
Selectronics
Spector Family Foundation
Spencer Kubala Legacy Fund of York County Community Foundation
Spirit Outfitters
Spivack Realty Co., Inc.
St. Anne’s Credit Union
Staff of Old Rochester Regional High School
Stakehulls Hardware
State Street Foundation, Inc. Matching Gift Program
Stoneleigh Charitable Fund
The Szostak Family Fund at The Chicago Community Foundation
Target
TCIA BOSTON
The Thomas and Tracey Gravina Foundation
Thomas McMahon Construction, Inc.
Thomas W. Bryant Jr. Estate
Tigges Welding
Timeless CrossFit and Fitness
Timothy & Lucina Petre Charitable Foundation
Timothy P. Walsh, Attorney
Tisbest Philanthropy
Touro Fraternal Association
TRC-OK
Twin City Lock & Key
Two Sigma
Tyler Earle Charitable Fund
UK Online Giving Foundation
United Way of Central Indiana
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley
United Way of RI
Unsolicited Press
Valence Therapy
Vargas Orthodontics
Vivid Sports
Warren Trask Company, Inc.
Wells Fargo Community Support
Campaign/Blackbaud Giving Fund via YourCause, LLC.
Westchester University Student Services, Inc.
The Wetter Foundation
Wild Flow Barre & Yoga
The Williams Family Foundation
Williams Lumber, Inc.
Worcester Prohealey
Worth Search
The Yale Charitable Foundation
YourCause

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information listed.
THANK YOU TO ALL OUR DONORS AND PEER-TO-PEER VOLUNTEERS WHO FUEL OUR IMPACT.

THE DREAM TEAM
$50,000 - $99,999
Halee Adelman
Anonymous

MVP'S
$10,000 - $49,999
Anonymous (2)
Brenda Daly
Mary Delaney
Kevin Gill
Paul Jones
Kevin Kusatsu
Marcy & Bob McMahon
William Schnoor
Walter Serney
Thomas T. Soviero

PLAYERS
$1,000 - $9,999
Rob & Peggy Wackerman
Marc Spivack
Thomas T. Soviero
William Schnoor
Walter Serney

THE 24 CLUB
Recurring Monthly Donors

THE 24 CLUB
Recurring Monthly Donors

Ann Marie & Richard Connolly
Lisa Conrad
James & Kristen Coogan
Gita Costea
Dr. Norman A. Cote
Brian & Michelle Daniell
Becky Denton
Michael & Andrea Der Manouel
Alta DeRoo
Stephen Dessemine
Katherine Dietze
Drew Donnelly
Lauren Donovan
Stephen Donovan
Daniel Donan
Donnie & Lynne Downs
Patrick Dunlevy
Peter Ellers
Peter Elas
Karl & Dawn Fischer
Tammy Fontanez
John Force
Katherine Foster
Robert & Emily Gallagher
Jake Giacchino
Holly Gifford
Peggy Gianzani
Bill Glover
Gray Goldfarb
Ingrid & Richard Gordon
The Greidle Family
Faith Guarino
Tom Gunning
James K. Homrighausen, DMD
Christine Hopkins
Joanne Hudgins
Jennifer Jacob
Gail & Jeffrey Jagels
Danny Jameson
Dennis Jobn
Alexandra Kaplan
Robert Keener
Patrick Kelly
Christopher Kirsten
Todd & Jackie Kubala
Dennis Langer
Leigh & Bryan Larson
Ladd Lavallee
Marie Leach
Ryan Leahy
Noah Leichting
David E. Levin
Locke Lord
Richard Loud
Gregory Lovallo
John & Elisabeth Luke
John Lutiehaus
Morgan Lyons
Mark Masael
Robert K. MacFarlane
Orla MacLean
Robert & Lynn Macrae
Cody Mauer
Margaret McDonald
John McMahon
Theresa McNeely
Henry Miller
Daniel Moyer
Jacqueline Moynihan
Jim Munrovan
Ed & Jean Nardi
Jeanne O'Keefe
Beth O'Malley
Cailin O'Dwyer
Tom Ogden
Stephanie Palos
Alexa Patton
Sandra Payzant
Sara Perry
Erik Peterson
Robert Petty
Mr. & Mrs. William Pickens
Scott Plydon
Rick Pommroy
Ed Pry
Lisa Raasch
Michael Rausch
Jody Reed
Marie Rene
Brad & Betsy Rhein
Pam Rickard
Chet & Cathy Romano
Kirsten Marathon Root
Bill & Patti Rousse
Suzanne Sadler
Eric Saldivar
Robbie Salvatore
Edward Santiago
Louis Santor
Olivia Sarantopoulos
Maria & Brian Sauer
Bonnie & Tim Sawyer
Matthew Schweinzer
Harold Seaward
Jeremiah & Lorna Shafr
Russell Small
Steven Snyder
Leonardo Solis
Clair Spivack
Paul & Kathy Spivack
Steven & Linda Spivack
Ginger & Brent Stephens
Stephanie Sullivan
Christopher Swenson
Derek Teller
Allen Thomas
Stephen Thomas
Katie Thompson
Katy Thompson
Richard & Jean Ufford
Cynthia Vance
Andrea & Tom Ward
Joanne Warren
Donald Wiggins
Kaya Wilson
Beth Wingfield
Jared Wingfield
Corey Woodruff
Richie & Vicki Woodworth
Amanda Ackerman
Adi Agrawal
Anonymous (3)
Elizabeth Adams
Aree Aziz
Lisa Ba
Brett Bamhart
Nelson Beasley
Shannon Beazley
Patti Bergbuchler
Eric Bettger
Sandra Bode
Carol Brislatttte
Kimberly Brown
Erin Callahan
Joe & Dale Cataldo
Jessie Cuila
Christine Cocciao
Laura Couseino
Caleb Danioff
Don Davis
Patrick DeleDonna
Caitlin Dickinson
Ryan DuPont
Kenneth Eldridge
Chris Filos
Karl Fischer
Jonathan Goffman
Brian Grasso
Dave Gruver
Mary-B Hall
India Hayes
Sherry Jimenez
Richard Keller
Sean Konarz
Katherine Kustanovitz
Karen Lamonde
Marie Leach
Sean MacMilen
Michael Maher
Timothy Mars
John McMahon
James & Heather Mensching
Henry Miller
Lee Munro
David Nahabedian
Joe Napoli
Diane Newcombe
Maggie Perkins
Catherine Rarden
Pam & Todd Rendall
Daniel Rivers
Callie Delt
Chet & Cathy Romano
Shalinder Singh
Neila Span
Madison Stevens
Katie Thompson
Mary Pat Thompson
Ann Thomson
Daniel Veil
Corey Woodruff
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Jeff Abelard
Amanda Ackerman
Dane Aguier
Scott Allen
Anonymous (17)
Bob & Bruce Atkins
Manuela Ballicu
Nancy Barnett
Bret Barnhart
Mark Barrett
Linda Barrows
Gerard Boudreault
Megan Bowling
Edie Brisson
Bob Brown
Bert E Bye
Michele & Mike Cahill
Brian & Jill Carlson
John Carlson
Megan Carlson
William Cassidy
Nancy Chaffin
Mary Alice & Carl Chrabascz
Jennifer Reback Clifford
Joselyn Coleman
Ted & Anne Cordin
Greg Coutu
Chris & Caleb Daniellof
Patricia Day
Gayynne DeMoss
Jean Desvermine
Lucy Dickman
Nancy & Jack Donnelly
Abby Dubel
Ryan DuPont
Kristen Elliott
Kyle Fahey
Jim Fitzgerald
Joan Fitzgerald
Jori Fought
Richard Genatt
Michael & Joan Gittelsohn
Jimmy Gomiela
Mark Hasser & Monica Krishnan
Brigitta Varone Hayes
Brian Hegarty
Christine Hegarty
Ed & Macrina Hjerpe
Lynn Hock
The Hole Family

Michele & Matt Hoovier
Sherry Jimenez
PYH133 Kim
Benny Koh
Riggs Kollar
Antigoni Konstantinidou
Karianne Kraus
Karen Lamond
The Languirand Family
Melissa Leahy
Elizabeth Leblang
Erin Leonard
John Lipski
Joshua Lisle
Matt & Catherine Litchfield
Mark Lotruglio
Sean MacMilen
Michael Majak
Dan & Sheila Massarelli
Deirdre & Joe McEachern
Brian McGeoghegan
Kelly McKenna
Thomas P McMullen
Rich Mendelson
James & Heather Mensching
Vincent Micalle
Janet Moore-Oleson
Gina Moore
The Mudge Family
David Nahabedian
Luther Nance
Jackie Norton
Kelly & Chris O’Callaghan
Bob & Annette Och & O’Callaghan
Ally Pelegeni
Kendall & Derrick Perkins
Crystal Peschel
Erika Plosa
Suzanne Pooler
Veronica Popp
Dominic Pugliese
Patrick Quinnian
Rachel Quinnian
Catherine Rarden
Joseph & Elisabeth Reeves
Jill Riley
Christy Ronca
Edward Ross
Joe Rull
John Ruiter
Chris Sanford
Steven & Georgene Scheiner
Ryan Sgroi

Shalinder Singh
Judith Skurnik
Jamie Stebbins
Nigel Stinson
Sarah Sutton
Alton Thad
Brady Thomas
Leona Thomas
Mary Pat Thompson
Emily Tisdale
Alison Townsends
Reinae Tuffy
Arthur Tzianabos
Andrea Villanueva
Michael Vincitore
Julia Wakefield
Michael Ward
James Welch
Catherine Williams
Haiwang Zheng

$100 - $499

Kathryn Abare
Teresa & Michael Abbood
Bill Abbott
The Abraham & Hill Families
Jim & Colleen Abrams
Joshua & Lynn Abromson
Margaret & Jeffrey Ackerman
Georgia Adams
Mary Ann Addington
Nancy & Let Adler
George Affonso
Vikas Ahuja
Herbie Alken
Megan Ainscough
Jim A
Brian Alibe
Milan & Tony Albrandi
Gina Alexander
Chris Affonso
Brenda & Mike Allen
Charlotte Allerton
Lisa Alter
Peter & Rachel Alternative
Joe Alves
Peter J. Amaran Jr.
Lindsey Ambrose
Suzan Ambrose
Dale Anderson
Jim Anderson
Maureen D. Anderson
Noreen & Steve Anderson
Victor Andrade
Michael & Marie Angelini
Anonymous (155)
Adriane Apicella
Nathan Araujo
Nicole Ardich
Carla Arena
John Arena
Paulina Arnal
Maria Arnal
Richard Arnold
Anthony Arone
Josh Aronson
Laura Arsenault
Melissa Asche-Harlu
Lorena Asey
Sameena Asija
Lisa Asimake
Catherine Assalone
Lana Ataman
Virginia Atkins
Paula Audette
Rosemarie Austin
Tara Autrey
Marin Awaisi
Jon Ayotte
Kristan Bachman
John Backe
Ken Baer
Peter Baglieri
Donna Baileson
Dawn Bailey
Kathy Baker
Janaki Balasubramanian
Katherine Baldwin
Lauren Balestrieri
Michelle Banch
Nicholas Barboutis
Maria Barcelos
Jill Barger
Cathy Barkon
Leslie Barone
Mary Barr
Luce Barrack
Kate & Steve Barrand
Deb & Fran Barrett
Maura Barnett
Carolyne Barrs
Jamie Barry
Jake Bartlett
Marie Bartlett
Beverly Bartley

Monisa Bartolacci
Amy Bartolotta
Gale Barton
Lauren Marathon Basler
Michael Bassano
Kathleen Baston
Jeremy Bates
Evan Bauer
Marc Bauman
Ryan Bayer
Geoff Bayles
Todd & Peggy Beahen
Joe Beaudet
Joseph Beaudette
Jane Beaudry
Peter & Victoria Beauregard
Shannon Beazley
Susan Bedwell
Mandy Beebe
Sarita Beebe
Chris Berme
Dara Berme
Lisa Belaus
Tamarah Belczyk
Kristine Bell
Susan Belton
Stephanie Benash
Pat Bench
Diane Bengston
Kathi Benjamin
Patricia C. Benner
Chad Bennett
Cassidy Bentley
Terry Bentley
Ashley Wilton Berard
Kenneth Bergeron
Nathan Berndt
Julie Beminger
Al Berrouet
John Berry
Lynne Bertoldo
Krisa Bertschi
Morgan Best
Cheryl Bezanson
Megan Biddle
Alli Bigelow
Robert Bingman
Brett Bisceglia
Lisa Bisceglia
Patrick Bisceglia
Alexia Blakeny
Elizabeth Blanchard
Liz Wurzer Blanchard
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Sharpe
J. Sharpe
Mithun Sharma
Andrew Shapiro
Nicole Shamlian
Dawn Shaffer
Albert Seymour
Brian Sexton
Lynn E. Serr
Judith Norton Senfleben
Jack Senders
Dominika Seidman
David Seidenberg
Cameron Scansaroli
Jonathan Scheiner
Val Schenfeldt
Ellen Schepps
Kim & Jeff Scheff
Kate Schepps
Lori Schepps
Mike Scherer
Jan & Jeffrey Scherr
Elizabeth Schevets
Lauren Schevets
Davida Schiff
Kristin & Wes Schifone
Kate Schindler
Jerry Schmidt
Jean Schmiege
Rachele Schmiege
Lori Schneider
Ron Schneider
Katelyn Schoenholtz
Susan Schofield
Don Schroeder
Janet Schryer
Sarah Schuette
Basil Schultz
Dana Schwartz
Basil Schultz
Sarah Schuette
Janet Schryer
Brian Seeglitz
Charles Seeger
Brian Seeglitz
David Seidenberg
Dominika Seidman
Jack Senders
Judith Norton Senfleben
Lynn E. Serr
Brian Sexton
Albert Seymour
Dawn Shaffer
Nicole Shamlian
Andrew Shapiro
Mithun Sharma
J. Sharpe
Keith, Mary Kate, Aisling, Niamh, and Kieran Sharpe
Karen Shaw
Barry Shea
Michael Shea
The Shea Family
Maura Sheehan
Stephen Sheehan
Ciara Sheehy
Patrick Shelley
Carolyn & Hugh Shelton
Jesse Shepherd
Tracy Sheppand
Dianne Sheridan
Jennifer Shields
Robert Shimasaki
Colleen Shoemaker
Adam Shoer
Carter Shoer
Alan Shurr
Naved Siddiqui
Maureen Siergie
Joni & Artie Siipola
AJ Silver
Marcy Silverman
Andrè Silvis
Jeanne Smamiek
Courtney Simmons
Andrew Tishman Simon
William Simpson
Jef Sinelli
Paw Sipe
Erica Sklar
Amy Skorich
Steven & Kathleen Skryzpiec
Lisa Sloan
Mary Small
Marcela Smid
Deanne & Joe Smith
Gretchen & Peter Smith
Jobie Smith
Julia Clancy Smith
Karen Smith
Karla Smith
Mel Smith
Paul Smith
Sarah Cole Smith
Tara & Walter Smith
Terry Smith
Tin & Jane Smith
Nancy Smyth
Brent Snider
Stephen Snow
Bill Sobe
Meredith Soderstrom
Adam Soloman
Dawn Solowey
Will Sondrini
Arina Sorokin
Don Spalding
Neila Span
Richard Spyade
Ryan & Nicole Spayde
Brian Spears
Jessica Spiers
Amy Squillante
Monique St. John
Tom Stacy
Dan Stafford
Roberta Stafford
Sue Stahl
Amy Stailey
Gerry Stanton
Kerry Staudigel
Christine Stehman
MaryLouise Sterge
Chad Sterling
Dot & Bud Stewart
Kay Stocke
Richard Stockton
Drew Stoffer
Phil & Nancy Stoll
Dave Stoller
Jason Stone
Susannah Stone
Karynne Storlazzio
Anthanne Stotts
Robert Stout
Debbie Strickrodt
Brian Strom
Kathleen Stubblefield
Kimberly Sturgeon
Ben Sugarwala
Christine Sullivan
Deirdre Sullivan
Edward Sullivan
Joel Sullivan
John Sullivan
Kathi Sullivan
Maryellen Sullivan
Matt Sullivan
Nelie Sullivan
Meghan Summers
Mary Sussenberger
Allison Susser
Chris Susissingham
Kira Sutherland
The Sutherland Family
Cary & June Swan
Kevin Swanson
Robert & Melissa Swedberg
Caitlin Sweetney
Kristin & Walt Sweeney
Robin Sweeney
Angela Swensen
Dan Swenson
Dane Swenson
Wayne Swenson
Sarah Swisher
Jo & Tim Sylvester
Linda Szarek
Michael Szuciak
Patrick Tacq
Eric Taryana
Elizabeth Tarolf
Billy Tate
Stephanie Tavares
Dorothy Taveniere
Brad & Meg Taylor
Alex Tchogorian
Brian Teague
Hanane Tebaa
Robert Tedstone
Gina Tenore
Mindy Teodis
Allison Terlacher
Phil Terence
Mitchell Terry
Marni Tews
Robyn Thomas
Anson R. Thompson
Curtis Thompson
Kristen Thompson
Sharon Thompson
Steve & Karen Thompson
Ann & Caleb Thompson
Jenn Thoren
Gail Thorne-Yates
The Thorssten Family
Shane Tiemann
Christine Langley Tierney
Jeanne Tift
Robin Tigli
Kathryn Tillou
Eva Pomice Timerman
Kathryn Tillou
Robin Tinner
Shari Tishman
Mark Tocchio
Cindy Tocci
Kristin Todd
Marcy Todd
Sean Toland
Will Tolliver
Wayne & Maryann Tomich
Jack Toner
Neil Torres
Nancy Tortora
Michaela Tosone
Norman Townsend
Lisa Traica
Jack Traynor
Kelly Treccarini
Bettynnn Treffy
Camilla Trigano
Annette Trizzino
The Trizzino Family
Art Trailo
Rebecca Trotsky
Robert Tudisco
Katie Tully
Peter Tully
James Turk
Susan Turle
Christina Tzianabos
James Ulwick
Elizabeth Utterback
Nicholas & Tonna Vaccaro
Dareli Vail
Jody Valade
Thomas Valenti
John Vance
T Vasquez
Deborah Vassil
Seena Vaz
Frank Venesina
Donna Ventola
Connie Ventura
Elena Ver Planck
Donna Verol-Greco
Johnny Vernasco
Elena Vespoli
Susan Vial
Mark Villarin
Chris Vinard
Jack Vine
Gene Voloshin
David Voremborg
Linda Waite
Leo Walbourne
Patricia Walsh
Anne Waldron
Colleen Walker
IN MEMORIAM

Taylor Allen
Amber Almed
Rebecca Anderson
John Baker
Jason Banchi
Tom Bannor
Mike Banville
Matthew Beausire
Ben Bechtold
Sam Benadon
Mark Bergbichler
Caleb Bergman
Anthony Berland Jr.
Vincent Birber
Sean Blake
Mason Bogosian
Brandon Boisvert
Keith Bremer
Daniel Brisson
Carmine Broccolo
Ben Brock
Landon Brock
Lauren Brooke
Victoria Bruno
Joey J. Bush Jr.
Stephen Bussia
Christopher Cahill
Sara Callahan
Jason Carr
Paul Carroll
Sarah Cash
Linda Catrione
Jessica Clifford
Nicole Clifford
Graham Cobleigh
Spencer Cobleigh
Jeremy Correa
Michael Costello
Adam Cotugno
Jan Marie Coverty
Patrick Cuff
Liam Cunningham
Paulo Dalomba
Tyler Davis
Peter G. Deans
Tracy Deans
Brandon DeFaria
Jonathan Deprispo
Bruce Charles Derenthal Jr.
Mike Dickie
Steve Dickie
George Henry Doering
Mike Eddy
Chris Esgro
Bobby Estrella
Kevin Evans
Bill Fallon
Brandon Fallon
Matthew Fallon
Jeremy Farrell
Rebekah Fedele
Dennis Fitzgerald
Kevin Fitzgerald
Richie Fitzgerald
Sean Fitzpatrick
Jack Forcier
Kyle Foster
Aiken Gallagher
Matt Gifford
Adam Gillingham
Francesca Gioia
Richard Goleniewski
Justin Grant
Mitch Grebe
Ryan Greene
Kyle Hairston
Michaela Hanscom
Carl “Andy” Harsch
Thomas Harvey
Kevin Haydukovich
Jeffrey B. Hegarty
Louie Heydler
Max Holt
Rusty Hopkins
Anastasia Ignina
Michael Inskoep
Perce Jenkins
Angelo Katriadakis
Rob Keener
Brian Kenney
Ethan Kilgore
Douglas Lowell Kimball
Pamela Sue King
Max Kirlos
William Kirsten
Michael Kohaur
Spencer Kubala
Daniel Laguerre Jr.
Kate Arndt Lally
Ken Lamb
Lauren Landers
Thomas Lareau
Kevin Larson
Kellan Leach
Jame Leahy
Thomas Lee
Thom Lincoln
Philip Lowe
Alan Lusk
Ricky MacFarland
Barry Maclean
Joe MacLellan Jr.
Thomas MacMillen
Trevor Maler
Tim Mallette
Matthew Parker Malone
Kevin Martel
Daniel Gary Mayoh
Paul McCarthy
Brian McCusker
Michael McGowan
CJ Scarff McKee
David McKnight
Jackie Lee McLaughlin
Jake McMahon
Mike Metcalfe
Graham Mills
Chucky Moniz
Jason Moniz
Kevin Mooney
Steve Moyer
Helen Mulligan
Christian Munro
Daniel Patrick Murphy
Mike Murphy
George Nardi
Andrew Neiffer
Richard M. Neubauer
Meghan M. O’Leary
PJ Oleson Jr.
Wes Olso
Michael Orlando
Gerry O’Neil
Michael Panzini
Vito Panzini
Joseph Paul
Philip Perez
Justin Petekevich
Nicole Pustorino
Michael S. Reed
Jeanne Rees
Billy Reynolds
Margaret LaVernie Rickard
Dolores Ripper
Nolan Ritch
Eric Roberts
Courtney Roderick
Chris Rouse
Willy Sargent
Gregory John Savas
Estarfaia Schnee
Jeffrey Sedenberg
BW Setherley
Marilyn Sharry
Jean Shay
Alex Sheard
Todd J. Shockro
Billy Silva
Dana Silver
Aidan Smith
Michael Span
Mary Stevens
Jack Sullivan
Matthew Summers
Frankie Taylor
Dr. Carolyn Thomas
Richard Michael Thompson
Jay Tran-Ngoc
Lauren Trep
Tyler Tuttle
Chris Tzianabos
Josh Wakefield
Shannon Walbridge
Glenn K. Walker
Jessica Wetter
Jaime Whalen
Tommie Willis
Kraig Wilson
Evon Wininger
Daniek Wong
Alan Wright
Robert Wylie
IN HONOR

Hallee Adelman
Priya Atiyeh
James Atkins
Patrick Bailey
Mike Banville
Stefan Barnett
Jacy Baron
Mark Barnett
Rebekah Barricklow
Shannon Beazley
Donna Beers, RN
Brian Gilroy
Patti Bergbuchler
Miranda Berkey
Jack Bobinski
Jacque Boyko
Julie Broccoli
Kevin Cadigan
Marissa Cagnina
Caleb & his daughter Shea
Tom, Sue, Derek, & Kristen Campbell
Andrew Canny
Rhys Clark
Teresa Cobleigh
Ken Coleman
Chris Collins & MB
Amy E. Colombo
Company of Good Night Oscar
Greg Condon
Ryan Connolly
Alanna Cooney
James Cusack
Jessica DeBliss
Stephen Devermne
Bobby Dietz
Angelo Ditri
Hillary Dolinsky
Joseph Donoghue
Matt Duggan
Jackie Eaton
Nancy Eaton
Colin Foley
The Gentle Family
Jasmine Geschwind
Holly Gifford
Brian Gilroy
Karen Gilroy
Gray Goldfarb
Terry Gress
Thomas J. Gunning
Cody Handrahan
Glen Harrington
Nicole Hartleben
Samantha Heilig
Steve Herer
Herren Project Team
Kate Hunt
Sally Hurand
Bill Hurley
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Jenkins
Jeanne Juster
Caroline Jones & Nick Dana
Kimberly Katsios
Christopher Kerrigan
MaryAnn Knapp
Jason Knight
Jamie Leahy
Justin LeVan
Andy Lewis
Matthew Liebman
Di Lincoln
Richard Loud
Cody Mauri
Becky Mayo
Rick McCoie
Dan McQuillan
Teddy Minner
Josh Morel
Vinny Natoli
Liam O'Brien
Chris Packhem
People in recovery
Heidi Platt
Molly Porroay
Justin Priestly
Molly Ptacek
David Raasch
Jeff Rake
Nyasia Reed
Sam Rees
The Ricotta Family
Connor Rubin
Bonnie Sawyer
Rehan Shafique
Blake Shaw
Toby Shea
Ryan Sheehy
Craig Silva
Wesley Skeie
Colin D Smith
Linda & Steven Sprvak
Joe Stacy
Kaitlyn Sullivan
Tom & Cindy Sullivan
Alison Terlacher
Gary Tews
Owen Thomas
Wait the Ironman
Wedding guests of Megan Roberts & Tony Knaff
Wednesday Night Grief Group
Jonathan Wentworth
David White

"Reading Basketball Junkie is where my journey into sobriety began. By telling his story, Chris helped me. Giving to the Herren Project allows me to help Chris in helping others."

- Tim P., long time supporter